2022-2024 MEMBERSHIP OF THE COMMITTEES OF GOVERNANCE

AAUP

CURRICULUM & DEGREE REQUIREMENTS (CADRE)
Natalie Belle W
Sara Fuller WS
Ky Heinlen WS
Joseph Fell W
Jason Mullin E
Anna Lauer E

COMMITTEE ON LEARNING OUTCOMES ASSESSMENT (CLOA)
Justin Miller E
Lorrie DiGiampietro E
Derek Hiley E
Theresa Gromek WS
Bridget Kriner WS
Anne Distler WS

ENROLLMENT MANAGEMENT
Melissa Soto-Schwartz W
Amy Nelson M
Suzanne Cox WS

GOVERNANCE MONITORING
Ellen Brook E
Lem Stewart W
Chris Kinsella E

HUMAN RESOURCES & POLICY
Bradley Lipinski WS
Jessica Jaworske M
Lem Stewart W

PLANNING & INSTITUTIONAL EFFECTIVENESS
Roman Boldyreff E
Lisa Friel WS
John Bongorno M

TECHNOLOGY
Ed Durkin W
Jackie Dynda M
Sam LiPuma W

SAFETY
Diana Kovacic M
Norma Gatica W
Haidy Kamel E
Marty Walsh WS

JFSC

MEMBERSHIP OF THE COMMITTEES OF GOVERNANCE

JFSC

CURRICULUM & DEGREE REQUIREMENTS (CADRE)
Dan Overfield M
Sam Posey E
Nick Prokup W
Melanie Shearer M
Bhavna Thakkar WS
Meagan Fowler M

COMMITTEE ON LEARNING OUTCOMES ASSESSMENT (CLOA)
Donya Waugh W
Christine Wolken W
Sara Clark W
Sheila Petcavage W
Trista Powers M
Rhonda Fabrizi M

ENROLLMENT MANAGEMENT
Melissa Soto-Schwartz W
Amy Nelson M
Suzanne Cox WS

GOVERNANCE MONITORING
Ellen Brook E
Lem Stewart W
Chris Kinsella E

HUMAN RESOURCES & POLICY
Bradley Lipinski WS
Jessica Jaworske M
Lem Stewart W

PLANNING & INSTITUTIONAL EFFECTIVENESS
Roman Boldyreff E
Lisa Friel WS
John Bongorno M

TECHNOLOGY
Ed Durkin W
Jackie Dynda M
Sam LiPuma W

SAFETY
Diana Kovacic M
Norma Gatica W
Haidy Kamel E
Marty Walsh WS